
57.45% 27

36.17% 17

6.38% 3

Q1 Attitudes and threats from the current administration that target
individuals on the basis of their ethnicity or religious affiliation have

caused many people to be concerned and even afraid. HB 2097 would
prevent any state agency from sharing information about religious

affiliation with the Federal Government for purposes of creating a federal
registry.
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57.45% 27

34.04% 16

8.51% 4

Q2 An increase in hate crimes, reports of harassment, intimidation,
bullying and insults toward ethnic minorities has made people anxious
and afraid. HB 2029 would create a referral resource for those who are

being targeted and are seeking information and assistance on
immigration and citizenship matters.
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57.45% 27

38.30% 18

4.26% 2

Q3 The current administration has threatened to deport undocumented
immigrants who were brought here as children and were, up until

recently, protected under the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
(DACA) program. HJM 4016 condemns the treatment of DACA recipients

and requests Congress to freeze deportations of Dreamers.
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44.68% 21

44.68% 21

10.64% 5

Q4 The current administration has stated its plans to eliminate the DACA
program, which would put the lives of thousands of people in peril. HB
1488 would ensure that DACA recipients, or Dreamers, in our state are

still able to receive financial aid through programs like the College Bound
Scholarship.
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Q5 What do you think?As we get closer to the end of session, I'd like to
know what's on your mind. Please leave a comment with your thoughts

and feedback on these or any other legislative issues.
Answered: 29 Skipped: 18

# DATE

1

RESPONSES

eliminate paperwork 2/27/2018 10:53 PM

2 Great work, thank you! 2/27/2018 10:46 PM

3 Please support any legislation to preserve the environment, protect wildlife, and mitigate climate
change. The environment is my #1 priority.

2/17/2018 3:46 PM

4 EV car tax credit extension! 2/16/2018 12:47 PM

5 The characterization of the Trump administration position on Dreamers in the survey is not
accurate. Trump has proposed a path for citizenship for nearly 2 million Dreamers, in return for
increased border security. Why are you sending a survey that does not ask relevant questions???

2/14/2018 7:35 PM

6 Hate crimes and harassment do not have to be tied to immigration.This is a bias slant. There is an
issue in this country as to whether DACA individuals are in our country legally or illegally. I think
the supreme court should decide this issue. The DACA issue expires March 5th this year, I
believe. The President made the right decision to throw this issue back to Congress. If Congress
cannot resolve this issue than DACA individuals have to follow the law and leave this country if
requested. Other illegal individuals should be deported and not given sanctuary. They should
apply for entry into our country legally. Sanctuary cities are breaking Federal law. Government
officials who break our laws should be prosecuted. Our lower Courts are trying to make new laws
or interpret laws based on their biases instead of the letter or intent of the law. These judges
swore to uphold existing law and they have broken this promise. These judges should step down
from office.

2/14/2018 5:14 PM

7 Look at the facts (Seattle Times 2/13), Dreamers are no different than American citizens. They are
not all highly educated and hard working. Let them earn their citizenship, knock off the special
treatment.

2/14/2018 5:12 PM

8 If you have broken the Federal Immigration laws, your remaining in the US should be in jeopardy.
You should not be put ahead of those who have immigrated legally. Former assessor, Scott
Noble, once said that if there were no subsidies or exemptions, out property tax would be cut in
half. Property tax subsidies should be borne by everyone and not just property owners as it is a
form of welfare. Also, subsidies should be far more less generous. I have neighbors who pay $500
and $1800, respectively, comparted to my over $4000. One can display a facad of neighborliness,
but not much more. I was always told that if you can't afford something, such as a house, you don't
buy it. Estate taxes is another issue. Deductions are the lowest or as low as for any other state. If
one saves to finance their own assisted care, that person can make a sizeable gift to the STATE if
one dies early in life. Some states have increase their deduction that of the Federal Government;
WA should do the same. With regard to my property and estate tax gripes, bear in mind that these
will affect may of your folks in the legislature.

2/14/2018 1:14 PM

9 I don't support deportation of anyone based on their religious or ethnic background. However, I do
object to people who are here illegally and taking advantage of our schools and other "perks" that
the citizens of the US have paid and worked for. I'll admit I'm not a brain trust on immigration but I
don't understand why people don't either apply for citizenship or apply for a green card. Is there
something that prevents them from doing so? My parents and grandparents immigrated here,
applied for and got citizenship, worked, raised kids and paid taxes. I KNOW there are legal ways
for immigrants to live and work here. If they CHOOSE not to, then they shouldn’t get anything. If
there is a reason they can’t apply for citizenship or a green card because of where they came from
or their religion, then that’s got to be fixed.

2/13/2018 6:05 PM
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10 I am very concerned that the current administration is causing permanent damage to the moral
standing of our nation. I am strongly against a wall on our southern border. That and a military
parade are a sickening waste of money. I am also concerned about the environmental damage this
administration is causing by pulling back funds for cleanup of Puget Sound . Any support you can
give to environmental protection is appreciated.

2/13/2018 4:11 PM

11 Property taxes are way too high. Homeowners carry the burden of paying for schools, while those
in apartments pay nothing. Make the tax burden more equal.

2/13/2018 3:41 PM

12 Funding for schools and health care are diminished by illegal immigrants taking advantage of
systems they have not paid into.

2/13/2018 3:07 PM

13 Status on reduction of car tab tax fix. Ethnicity training and accountable of law enforcement using
excess force.

2/13/2018 12:39 PM

14 For those illegal immigrants that have been here for a long time and want to stay and are not
problem people why can't there be a fast track and cheap way for them to apply and receive US
Citizenship. This is particularly true for the children that have lived here a long time. I am against
giving aid otherwise to non US citizens. We struggle providing help to current US citizens.

2/13/2018 11:31 AM

15 Where possible, we must maintain the status quo until the current administration has passed into
it's own infamous history.

2/13/2018 8:31 AM

16 I appreciate your efforts to keep our Democracy working...Thank you. 2/13/2018 8:00 AM

17 Please quit raising taxes, cut all these programs that make you feel good and solve our real
problems.

2/13/2018 7:04 AM

18 the law needs to be changed for illegal immigrants. Not more weak, stopgap measures. I do
support letting Daca and others move toward citizenship and become legal citizens. However,
these bandaid measures are not helping anyone.

2/13/2018 6:55 AM

19 Stop being a sanctuary state for illegal immigrants. Work with the current administration to create a
path to legal residency for those so called Dreamers.

2/13/2018 6:46 AM

20 My main concern with some of the issues is how we find them. Often we pass bills that are feel
good knee jerk reactions to emotional topics or to make us and our party look good. However we
don't attach a funding source. I want to ensure that this support for people included funding to
sustain them.

2/13/2018 5:48 AM

21 WE should not make illegal immigration legal. dreamers are illegal immigrants and should be
handled as such.

2/13/2018 5:24 AM

22 Please support legislation that provides support and assistance to the tens of thousands of kinship
caregivers in Washington State.

2/13/2018 5:21 AM

23 I had to pay for my kids college tuition? WTH also do not allow Dictator Insles to impose a carbon
tax on us. I am truly looking to leave this state as it is truly the state of insanitary

2/13/2018 12:25 AM

24 Survey misreprezented the current administration statements and policies.Too much attentions to
foriegners living here illegaly.

2/13/2018 12:00 AM

25 All individual entering the USA illegally should be immediately deported. I am tired of paying taxes
to support them. It seems you are more interested in providing for people who are here illegally
than people who are here legally. Is it because illegals are whinners?

2/12/2018 11:26 PM

26 I would support a law similar to California's that prohibits local police from taking a person into
custody on the basis of an administrative ICE "warrant."

2/12/2018 11:07 PM

27 I don't support spending any money on anyone here illegally. There are plenty of US citizens who
need help. Please vote against carbon tax. How will lower income pay this on their gas/electric
bills? It will create a large burden and then you will figure out how to make taxpayers pay for low
income as well as their own bills. Please look at ways to tighten the budget before increasing
taxes. With the economy booming sales tax revenue should be at an all time high.

2/12/2018 10:47 PM

28 Spending and taxes are out of control. 2/12/2018 10:45 PM

29 Good 2/12/2018 10:07 PM
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